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1. Introduction 

The aims of supervision are: 

 To ensure employees and volunteers know what is expected of them  

 To ensure employees and volunteers carry out their duties effectively and efficiently  

 To ensure good practice and to challenge and manage poor practice  

 To ensure that health and well-being at work issues are addressed  

 To assist in the continuous professional development (CPD) of employees and 
volunteers 

 To ensure that staff operate in an anti-discriminatory way, and in line with other TDC 
policies  

2. Definition of Supervision 

Supervision is a regular one to one meeting between the supervisor (e.g. line manager) 
and supervisee in order to meet organisational, professional and personal objectives. 
Supervision forms a key part of individual performance management.  
 

3. Supervision Arrangements 
 
‘Formal’ supervision will be recognised by regular, planned, private, one to one meetings, 
on an on-going basis between an employee and the same line manager. It is normal to 
expect that there may be discussions and decisions about daily work issues, problems 
arising, or changes in policies and procedures that emerge in group meetings, and on an 
unplanned or ‘ad-hoc’ basis. 
 
Formal supervision should be provided for every member of staff at least every 6 weeks 
and at least every 3 weeks during probationary periods, up to 2 hours should be allowed 
and it should be in a space where interruption is limited. 

 

4. Roles and Responsibilities of Line Managers 
 

Line managers must ensure that formal supervision takes place for all employees for 
whom they have managerial responsibility. Supervision must be conducted in accordance 
with this policy. Line managers must undertake to address the four functions of 
supervision: accountability, development, support and mediation*.  
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Line managers must ensure each supervision session is recorded either by the supervisor 
or the supervisee. Each record should be signed by the line manager and the supervisee 
and a copy kept centrally on the employee’s personnel file. A suggested model for 
recording is attached. 
 
Line managers are responsible for approving TDC expenditure for neighbourhood projects. 
Requests for office equipment, stationery, funding for groups and expense claims should 
be made to them in the first instance. This can be done outside of supervision. 
 
Line managers are also responsible for ensuring employees offer appropriate support and 
guidance to volunteers.  
 

5. Roles and Responsibilities of Employees 
 
It is the responsibility of employees to attend supervision sessions with their line manager. 
They should use these sessions positively to discuss their work and development, and to 
implement agreed actions.  
 
It is the employee’s responsibility to prepare prior to each supervision session, and bring 
an up to date individual workplan and a list of issues for the agenda in order for a two-way 
discussion to take place.  It is the responsibility of the employee to ensure this work plan 
contributes to the broader work plan approved by the community and our funders. 
 
Where a volunteer is placed with an employee it is their responsibility to offer regular 
support and guidance to the volunteer. Notes of meetings should be copied into the 
employee’s line manager and any issues raised with them. 
 

6. Annual Reviews 
 
As part of the supervision process employees will be offered annual reviews that will 
involve guided self assessment to encourage professional development and improvements 
in quality of work. Please see attached annual review forms and guidance. 
 

7. Exit Interviews 
 
Employees and volunteers will be offered an exit interview when they leave post which will 
be an opportunity for feedback to the organisation as well as the exiting employee. Please 
see attached exit interview form. 
 

8. Training & Development 
 
Employees and volunteers are offered ongoing training through regular practice sessions 
and encouraged to do self reflection based development through their annual review. 
 
Employees may request external training. If within training budget and less than 2 days 
absent from work this can be approved by their line manager; although the line manager 
should liaise with other managers to minimise duplication of TDC staff attendance. 
 
If the training exceeds 2 days or takes their training spend over the annual allowance for 
the year then senior management approval will be required. 
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Through supervision or annual review processes training needs may be identified and in 
this instance the line manager should help source training providers. 
Specific external training needs may be identified through supervision sessions or an 
annual review and the line manager will support the employee in identifying potential 
providers.  
 
Volunteers will be informed of appropriate available training by the volunteer co-ordinator. 
 

9. Disputes 
 
Disagreements should be initially dealt with by discussion between the supervisor and 
employee, or by reference to the supervisor’s line manager if necessary. Any further 
dispute not dealt with in this way should be addressed within the usual disciplinary or 
grievance procedures. 
 
Copies of supervision notes should be retained on personnel files for reference. 
Supervision is a private but not a confidential process. This means that the records are the 
property of the organisation, not the individual. It is presumed confidentiality goes up the 
line management structure and managers may discuss supervision notes with their line 
managers. Supervision records should be held centrally and controlled by the 
administrator. 
 

10. Expenses 
 
Employees are given an expenses claim form (see attached) and this is filled in by them 
with added supporting evidence, such as receipts and then sent directly to the finance 
officer. This should be done by the end of each month. Expenses should be authorised by 
the employee’s supervisor and they can give this authorisation in the form of a signature or 
via email. 
 
If the employee must make a significant purchase and requires forward funding then they 
may request an amount be raised by the finance officer with their line manager’s approval 
and this amount can be paid into their account. They would then need to forward the 
receipt to the finance officer immediately and keep a copy. 
 

11. Petty Cash 
 
Employees may access petty cash at the central office and if requiring a large amount 
should give at least 2 weeks notice. 
 
Similarly if the cost of an intended purchase is known then the finance officer may release 
money into the employee’s bank account in advance of the purchase with notice. 
 
In general it is expected for employees to make small purchases and claim reimbursement 
through expenses. 
 
Neighbourhood offices are discouraged from having petty cash due to increased 
administration and security risks. In exceptional circumstances a float may be granted and 
this should be recorded and reconciled by the neighbourhood worker who should submit 
receipts with their monthly expenses claim for reimbursement. 
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Appendices 
 

1. Additional guidance for managers and employees 
 

2. Supervision recording model 
 

3. Individual work plan model 
 

4. Annual review forms and guidance 
 

5. Exit interview recording model 
 

6. Financial procedures policy – available on website www.trustdevcom.org.uk 
 
 

http://www.trustdevcom.org.uk/
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Appendix 1 
 
Additional Guidance for Managers and Staff  
 
These guidance notes may be used as a checklist to help you audit your supervision 
practice, and help you to get the best out of the session, both as a supervisor and a 
supervisee.  
 
To be a good supervisor you need to:  
 

 Plan a joint agenda (e.g. review previous supervision notes before meeting and 
make a note of issues you wish to raise)  

 Clarify tasks and areas of work that the manager expects of the staff member  

 Encourage honest and open discussion of real issues  

 Hold regular sessions at agreed dates and times and be on time  

 Ensure the session is uninterrupted and is comfortable  

 Praise work done well  

 Listen, summarise and check out 

 Be constructive, and offer balanced feedback, focusing on the positives first 
Support staff, and build on existing skills and knowledge. Set clear targets with 
action. 

 Anticipate problems and issues before they get serious, e.g. in relation to difficult 
group members or situations 

 Do what you say you will do  

 Be specific in any comments you make relating to supervisee’s performance.  

 What ever the supervisee’s present levels of capability/competence convey 
confidence that he/she can reach new levels. Try to stretch him/her towards them.  

 Write down actions on either side.  

 Record any disagreements  

 Make your own experience, knowledge and skills available to help the supervisee  

 Set the supervisee’s work in the context of legislative and organisational 
requirements, signposting to relevant regulations and policy 

 Acknowledge conflict and tensions openly e.g. as between ideal action and budget 
constraints 

 Acknowledge that you haven’t got ‘all the answers’  

 Think who else can help with the issue  

 Give yourself time to seek further information or seek advice, if you’re not sure  

 Help staff to reflect on their practice, e.g. what worked, didn’t work, why, and 
lessons for the future 

 
To be a good supervisee you need to: 
 

 Plan a joint agenda (e.g. review previous supervision notes before meeting and 
make a note of issues you wish to raise)  

 Openly discuss real issues  

 Attend regular sessions at agreed dates and times and be on time  

 Raise problems and issues before they get serious, e.g. in relation to difficult group 
members or situations.  

 Do what you say you will do  
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 Keep up to date with related reading around legislative changes, policy and 
procedures  

 Keep up to date with related reading around research and theory 

 Use supervision to reflect on your understanding and application of knowledge, 
theory and your skills, and how this has an impact on outcomes for the people you 
work with  

 Use supervision to reflect on how you promote the values of anti-oppressive 
practice, and meaningful empowerment practice 

 
Common Barriers to the delivery of effective supervision can include:  
 

 ‘Dumping’ – saving up criticisms and discussing them all at once  

 Unplanned, rushed agenda, and unfocussed sessions  

 Inadequate preparation by supervisor or supervisee  

 Unclear or unrealistic goals for staff members  

 Telling rather than listening  

 Failure to offer constructive commentary on performance  

 Misuse of power, e.g. bullying, harassment, victimisation  

 Allowing interruptions  

 Running out of time  

 Poor recording of supervision  

 Emotional issues unaddressed  

 Case management rather than a developmental focus  
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Appendix 2 
 
Supervision Recording Model  
 

Name of Supervisee  
 

Name of Supervisor  
 

Date of Supervision  
 

1) Review Actions and Issues raised in last supervision  
 

2) Performance Management  
Work Plan update looking at projects and targets – BHCC plan & internal demands of TDC. 
Consideration of challenges and successes. 
 

3) Training needs and professional development.  
 

4) Support e.g. TOIL/ Annual Leave/Sickness/Health and Safety/Personal support issues  
 

5) Record all actions agreed and sign. 

6) Date of next meeting 
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Appendix 3 
 
Individual workplan model 
 

 
 
Once a piece of work is complete it should be removed from the plan. 

Name of worker 
 

Neighbourhood 
 

Hours worked  
 

Date last updated 

Project  
 

Tasks/ actions Dates to be 
carried out 

Issues/ Updates 

See funded annual workplan 
See internal TDC tasks 
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Appendix 4 
 

Annual Review Guidance  
 
The employee and the line manager should each complete their pre-annual review form in 
preparation for the interview. The employee and their line manager should fill out the joint 
record from in agreement unless no consensus can be found and then both view points 
should be recorded. 
 
The chart below should be used for guidance only and employee and manager should 
highlight any areas where it is felt development could be made. 
 

 

 Poor levels – may 
need training/ 
guidance & 
monitoring. 

Satisfactory levels but could 
be improved with specific 
support/ learning 
opportunities 

Good to excellent standard of 
work – may influence future 
professional development 

Understanding 
CD approach 

Unacceptable.  
 
Needs frequent 
guidance. 

Good knowledge of CD theory 
 
Is able to apply to practice in 
most cases. 

Excellent application of CD theory 
to practice and good reflective 
practice. 

Community 
Engagement 

Lacks knowledge of 
community 
engagement theory or 
practice. 

Good awareness of different 
levels of engagement and local 
strategies. 
Some good examples of 
practice. 

Excellent application of local 
strategies to engage broad 
representation of the community at 
all levels. 

Group 
Development 

Lacks knowledge of 
group development 
theory or practice. 

Good awareness of Stages & 
processes involved in group 
development. 
Good group facilitation skills. 

Experience of all stages of group 
development through to 
dissolution. 
 

Partnership 
Working 

Lacks knowledge/ 
experience of work of 
other agencies in 
neighbourhood/ city. 

Sound knowledge of partner 
agencies working in 
neighbourhood. 
Some good examples of joint 
working. 

Excellent experience of joint 
working and facilitation of others to 
do so. 
Good initiative in engaging new 
partners/ services. 

Fundraising & 
Budgets 

Lacks knowledge/ 
experience of carrying 
needs frequent 
guidance. 

Has some good experience of 
successful funding applications 
and good understanding of how 
to source funders. 
Good forward planning and 
financial management of project 
budgets. 

Excellent fundraising strategies 
and business planning with 
projects  
 
Good management of own work 
expenses/ petty cash etc. 

Monitoring & 
Evaluation  

Requires regular 
support to keep 
monitoring records. 

Ability to monitor accurately and 
regularly. 
Ability to carry out evaluation 
exercises. 
Understanding context of work. 

Independently monitors own work  
Excellent examples of designing 
and carrying out evaluation 
exercises. 
Understanding context of work and 
ability to identify potential 
influencing factors. 

Managing 
Workload 

Needs frequent 
assistance in prioritising 
and task setting. 
 
Unable to resolve 
problems without 
support. 

Can manage own workload and 
shows some skill in prioritising 
within conflicting agendas. 
 
Can generally foresee and 
resolve problems using own 
initiative. 

Demonstrates consistently high 
quality outputs from workplan.  
 
Shows an innovative and creative 
approach & consistent ability in 
prioritising. 
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PRE - ANNUAL REVIEW FORM  EMPLOYEE 

 

Date:  

Name:  
 

Title of Post & Area:  
 

Key projects or 
pieces of work 

 

 
 

Please highlight where you think these pieces of work have been most successful. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Please outline any significant challenge and any learning that has come from them. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How has TDC, in particular your line manager supported your work and is there 
anything that could be done differently? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please list any training you have attended this year, list any outstanding areas for 
training identified from last year’s review and any additional training requests you 
may have. 

 
 
 
 
 

Any other comments? 
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PRE- ANNUAL REVIEW FORM MANAGER 

 

Date:  

Name:  
 

Title of Post & Area:  
 

Key projects or 
pieces of work  

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Please highlight where you think these pieces of work have been successful or 
where there has been difficulty.  
Please comment on any issues that you are aware of. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What do you think of their work planning and problem solving skills – how 
independently do they work?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What are their relationships like with other staff and external agencies and 
community members? Is there any additional support or training required with this? 
 

 
 
 

How have you and TDC generally, supported their work and is there anything else 
that could have been done? Are there any areas that additional support / training 
could help? 

 
 
 

Any other comments? 
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ANNUAL REVIEW RECORD 

 

For completion by employee & line manager 

Date:  

Employee’s name  

Line manager’s name  

Key projects or pieces 
of work 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Please comment on any area that should or could be improved with training or 
support and any area that employee excels at. (Please use the guidance sheet)  

Understanding CD 
approach 

  
 

Community 
Engagement 

 

Group 
Development 

 
 

Partnership 
Working 

 
 

Fundraising & 
Budgets 

 
 

Monitoring & 
Evaluation  

 
 

Managing Workload  

Action Date to review it 

  

  

  

  

  

Personal development and training (also refer back to previous annual review) 

 
 

 

 

Other issues and comments 

 
 

 

Signature of Worker: 

Signature of Line Manager: 

Date for Review: 
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Appendix 5 
 
Exit Interview guidance 
 
Either the employee’s line manager or other appropriate person at the request of the 

employee will interview any exiting employee. It is advised they ask the following questions 

although additional ones may also be asked. They will note the responses and when 

agreed by the exiting employee they will be filed centrally along with supervision notes. 

Any organisational issues will be taken to the management team. 

 
 
 
1.  What are your start and end dates for working with TDC?  
 
2.  What was your job title and outline your main responsibilities? 
 
3.  Why are you leaving?   
     Is there anything that could have been done to encourage you to stay with TDC? 
 
4.  Can you say a little about what you liked or disliked about working for TDC? 
 
5.  How do you feel about TDC? Have you any suggestions for improved internal 
     structures or processes? 
 
6.  How do you feel about your work? Did you feel valued? Are there any improvements 
     you could suggest to the support offered to your work?  
 
7.  Do you feel the induction you received covered everything you needed to know or do 
     you have any suggestions? 
 
8.  Were you able to access appropriate training? Do you have any suggestions for how 
     training opportunities or procedures could be improved? 
 
9.  Did you feel any problems and issues you raised were dealt with efficiently and 
     effectively?  
 
10. Do you have any comments or questions you would like to add? 
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Appendix 6 – Expenses Claim Form 

 
 

           

             

 

Name (Block Letters) Position Vehicle Details (registration number, make, model and cc. Month 
Year 

 

        

 

Date Purpose of 
Journey:  

From To Mileage Fares
* 

Other 
expenses* 

Code 

 

  Details £ ** 

 

        Car  
45p per 
mile 

Pass 
50p per 
mile 

Bike 
10p per 
mile 

MB 
20p 
per 
mile 

        

 

                        

 

                        

 

                        

 

                      

 

                        

 

                      

 

                        

 

                      

 

                        

 

                      

 

                        

 

    Total mileage 
claimed  

  0 0 0 0         

 
    Total claimed   £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00 £0.00   

£0.0
0   

             

   
Grand Total  £0.00 

        

             

   
Signature     

  
Authorisation     

 

   
Date     

  
Date       
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